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TIME INTELLIGENCE FOR LAWYERS

Zepto is an intelligent timekeeping software for law firms. It works
by integrating with devices and systems that attorneys use daily and
tracking the time spent on emails, meetings, documents and research.
Capturing every single activity with digital timers, spreadsheets and
clunky practice management solutions is costing you money.
Zepto fixes this problem by recording your billable activities
automatically, and matching them with the right matters and clients.
The goal is to automate the time recording process inside law firms and
understand where time is being spent, leading to increased revenues
and enhanced productivity.
As a lawyer, you simply open the software, review the recorded
activity, and approve the timesheet.

BENEFITS
What we do best

CAPTURE AND RECORD MORE WORK
By using passive time-capture features and timekeeping prompts, Zepto can
dramatically reduce leakage and increase the number of billable hours. Zepto
captures activity done on desktop and mobile devices, allowing firms to increase
their billable hours and be fully compensated for their efforts.

IMPROVE REALIZATION AND UTILIZATION
The software helps law firms better understand and honor client requirements. It
reduces billing errors and gathers data to run their businesses more efficiently.

ACCELERATE WORK-TO-COLLECT CYCLE
Zepto improves the efficiency of time entry and billing processes. By reducing writedowns, client queries, and e-billing rejections, firms are able to dramatically shrink
the interval from time worked to payment received.
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THE BEST TIMEKEEPING SOFTWARE FOR THE
MODERN LAW FIRM
Through timekeeping, we help you to understand how work is being done
and give you insights that support data-backed strategic decisions
Knowing in real-time what is happening across the firm, learning efficiencies
and effectiveness at new levels of detail and accuracy, and correlating this to
the client experience is essential to a modern law firm.
By accurately capturing data about where time is spent, Zepto helps firms
price the alternative fee arrangements and understand the discounts you can
offer to clients. This ensures that you are always profitable while making sure
that client relationships improve dramatically.
Inaccurate time entries bring inaccurate budgeting, which drives clients
crazy. With data insights, law firms get predictability and transparency which
is what clients want and value. This is how Zepto becomes a win-win-win for
all the parties involved.
Zepto is a tool built for the lawyer. We focused on design and ease-of-use,
so that interacting with our solution will feel like a breeze. Time has come for
legal software to offer the same experience to lawyers as consumer apps.

ENTERPRISE SETUP THE MANAGEMENT ACCOUNT

For larger law firms, we have introduced the
management view.
Our artificial intelligence technology is able to detect billable time
automatically, assign it to the right project and send it directly to the
management account for approval.
Partners and project leads can add supporting staff to the relevant matters.
Everyone in the team – paralegals, associates, senior associates – will have
their time tracked automatically by Zepto, but will only be able to release the
time to the management account, or project lead.
Based on billing history, client relationship and other data points, Zepto will
predict a discount that can be offered to the clients, without affecting the
profitability of the project. The project lead can accept, edit or decline the
discount.
Zepto is partnering with the largest practice management and billing tools
out there, so the invoices will be sent directly to the financial management
system, making the process as efficient as possible.
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FEATURES
SECURE DATA

We believe that data protection is people’s
protection. It is our duty to comply with the various
legal regulations that govern the collection and
processing of personal data. Our top priority is to
ensure universally applicable, worldwide standards
for handling personal data.

INSTANT
ONBOARDING
Integrations into your workflow and the software’s
superb design get you up and running in minutes.

STATE-OF-THE-ART
ALGORITHMS
Zepto uses artificial intelligence to analyze and
understand the way each lawyer works, and
automatically builds timesheets for their review.

PASSIVE TIMECAPTURE
Do what you are great at and let Zepto build your
timesheet in the background, without interfering
with your work. At the end of the billing cycle, you
can release the timesheet directly to billing and
practice management tools.

KNOWLEDGEABLE
PRICING
More accurate and structured time data fuel
your pricing tools. Zepto allows you to provide
alternative fees and discounts for your clients,
without losing profits.

